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Chapter 1

S E E I N G E A R T H F RO M V E N U S
Suffering, stunting, and mortal threats in modern civilization

One night when our daughter was six years old, I took her outside to
look at the sky. It was the spring of 1997, and this was no ordinary
evening. Holding hands on the sidewalk outside our two-story wooden
house, we could see stars, the crescent moon, and a planet. And something else: a fuzzy ball of light dwarfing every other celestial object,
with more white light streaming out far behind it. Comet Hale-Bopp.
There was a soft magic in the air as we talked about what we were
witnessing. I told Lena that comets like Hale-Bopp are rare. In my fortythree years, I’d never seen anything like it. After watching in silence
for a while, we turned toward the lone planet we’d spied hanging in the
sky. I guessed it was Venus. Lena’s chin-length blond hair, in transition
from ringlets to wavy, shifted in the breeze as she scrutinized the small
bright ball of light.
“Daddy,” she asked, “if there were people on Venus looking at us,
would Earth be a teeny light in the sky like Venus?”
It was an astonishing question coming from a young child. We’d
been discussing how a dot of light in outer space could be a world as
enormous as ours. From that Lena had managed to flip perspective,
speculating that from far away, our planet too might appear as nothing but another luminescent dot suspended in the heavens. She looked
up at me expectantly for a reply. But in switching perspective, she
had already found the answer to her question. All she needed was my
affirmation.
At around the same age Lena posed another question. “Daddy, why
are there soldiers who hurt people?”
For that one I didn’t have a ready response. A child’s questions
about the world’s irrationality, cruelty, and suffering aren’t easy to
answer. Slavery, genocide, poverty, nuclear weapons, melting ice sheets,
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dithering politicians. How do we explain such things to our children?
We may not know the answers ourselves.
But what if there were a way to address the world’s woes by emulating Lena’s question about Venus? If we learned to consider intractable
problems from a fresh point of view, might we discover a hidden thread
linking many of society’s problems together?
That will be our quest in this book: a sleuthing expedition across
two millennia to diagnose and heal the secret insanity of modern civilization. We’ll discover that this insanity is rooted in a distortion in
psychological development and that it bears responsibility for countless painful and dangerous symptoms, personal as well as social. We’re
troubled by the symptoms but don’t trace them back to their source.
That’s because one of this malady’s startling features is that it prevents
those afflicted—which is pretty much all of us—from understanding it.
To get started toward repairing our civilization, we need a vantage
point that isn’t corrupted by our psychological disorder. We’ll find one
in an improbable place: not by peering at Earth from a faraway planet
but by burrowing deep within an ancient myth.
THE TIME C A PSULE

Two thousand years ago, a team comprising some of our most sage and
adept ancestors—“wise men from the East,” although probably not the
same ones who visited newborn Jesus—prepared a time capsule for
our benefit. Compassionately, they filled it with lessons indispensable
to navigating core challenges that, in the fullness of time, have come
to confront the modern world. Lacking weather-resistant containers,
these distant benefactors didn’t entrust their teachings to an actual
capsule. Instead, they buried their insights as a hidden layer of meaning within the lines of a popular epic: the Mahabharata—the “great
story of the descendants of Emperor Bharata.”
One might wonder how a text composed in Sanskrit and passed
down from ancient India can assist a scientifically advanced civilization. The Mahabharata is up to the job because its principal authors
had once suffered from our ailment but, as enlightened sages, could
explain it in a way that is only possible for someone who has come out
the other side. Properly decoded, the Mahabharata describes a camouflaged psychological disorder with symptoms much like ours—except,
in the legend, the heroes break away from their affliction. Ensconced
in a palace of deception built by a demon named Maya, they manage
to escape. In the details of their story lies much wisdom for our time.
A sweeping tale of morality on and off the battlefield, the
Mahabharata is also renowned as one of the longest books ever written, stretching out to no less than seven times the length of the Iliad
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and the Odyssey combined. Decoding the Mahabharata’s concealed
meaning, and then working out its implications for the modern world,
will require knitting together scholarship drawn from more than a
dozen disciplines.
Our decryption of the Mahabharata may call to mind analogous
decryptions sensationalized in movies such as The Da Vinci Code or
Raiders of the Lost Ark. Except instead of titillating with make-believe
ancient secrets, we’ll be recovering actual lost wisdom and then using
it to work out a groundbreaking social critique.
On its surface, the Mahabharata is a straightforward myth about a
ruinous war, but we’ll learn to interpret that story as an allegory of the
epic inner voyage from building an ego to attaining spiritual enlightenment—the “hero’s journey” in the vernacular of mythologist Joseph
Campbell. Because a version of this allegory appears in virtually all
cultures, you can interpret the social critique that we will be working
out in light of your own religious or spiritual tradition or from a nonreligious stance. The argument that we will craft works equally well
under any of these orientations, although its meaning and moment
will vary somewhat as a result.1
We’ll interpret the Mahabharata allegorically for several reasons:
First, read in this way, the saga offers indispensable insights into human
psychological and spiritual development, including hard-to-detect
deviations from health. Second, the Mahabharata encrypts many of
its psychological insights beneath its surface narrative. By unraveling
the concealment, we’ll also be grinding and polishing a lens that will
prove vital to dispelling the illusions that conceal our own plight. Third,
because the Mahabharata is far removed culturally from modern societies, it allows us to explore its psychological insights with a dispassion
that is hard to muster if we leap straight to considering circumstances
in which we’re enmeshed. Finally (if least importantly), it’s difficult to
resist the delicious irony of using an ancient saga to dissipate pretensions enshrouding our technologically advanced civilization.
Admittedly, the notion of initiating a critique of modernity from a
remote starting point may sound unpromising. Yet perhaps it had to be
thus. In effect, we will be exemplifying what Freud sought in adapting
the Oedipus myth and psychologist Bruno Bettelheim accomplished
with fairy tales: showing that age-old stories sometimes embody wisdom that we can absorb in no other way.2
Throughout our journey, we will be executing a double decryption:* In Part I, we’ll decode a secret story that flows beneath the
Mahabharata’s surface narrative. Then in Part II, we’ll use that
*

My use of the pronoun “our”—as in “our” journey or expedition—does not
presuppose that you will agree with every step in the argument. “Our” extends
an invitation to participate as an active member of this expedition, testing
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decoding in combination with modern scholarship to unravel core
mysteries of modern civilization. By the end we’ll understand things
we’ve never imagined about the predicament of today’s world together
with practical actions we can take to suffer less, flourish more, and be
able to contemplate humanity’s future with greater optimism.
A VOYAGE OF DISCOV ERY,
HE A LING, A N D LIBER ATION

Let’s glimpse ahead. Over the past several centuries, the global economy has subjected communities and traditions, as well as our relationships with nature and the world of spirit, to steady disruption. This is
widely known.
But the disruption runs deeper than that.
With the Mahabharata’s help, we’ll learn that this chronic dislocation produces corresponding effects in our interior lives. Egoism—
the sense of being a small, separate “me”—intensifies, distorting and
impeding psychological growth. (To the extent that growth beyond
egoism takes people into terrain that we commonly identify as spiritual, it’s actually “psychospiritual” development that is impeded.)
Significant symptoms of this psychological alteration emerged in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, rippling out with particular vigor from northwest Europe: Growing numbers of people began
to exhibit intensified craving for personal possessions, as well as for
addictive substances like sugar, alcohol, coffee, tea, and tobacco. They
innovated and worked harder—or found ways to make other people
work harder—to be able to pay for goods that they imagined, falsely,
would extinguish their newly instilled craving. Meanwhile, as consumerism circled back to stimulate further economic dynamism,
social dislocation ramped up.
In short, contrary to conventional economic theory and popular
belief, modern capitalism causes rather than allays insatiable hunger.
Moreover, to the extent that this hunger folds back to fuel the quest
for further economic growth, that means that modern economies have
grown dependent on perpetuating psychological and spiritual stunting. Should people’s dislocation-amplified cravings ever miraculously
diminish, consumer demand would drop and the market economy as
we know it would collapse.
If this is true, many further questions arise:

whether you agree at each stage. It’s in the nature of an expedition that team
members may not concur with every decision, but it is still “their” expedition.
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• Could this transformation in human psychology possibly have
influenced world history, including the balance of power among
global regions?
• Might intensive egoism and craving bear some responsibility
for engendering contemporary social ills beyond addiction?
What about other leading mental and physical disorders, such
as depression and heart disease? How about broken families,
broken political systems, terrorism, refugee crises, and climate
change?
• And if amplified egoism is a distinctly modern phenomenon
with momentous social ramifications, how could we not have
known?
For the sake of argument, let’s imagine the worst—that humanity
has spent the past four centuries evolving a civilization in which billions of people unwittingly endure immense suffering and risk terrible dangers, even the mounting peril of driving our civilization over a
cliff, in order to prevent access to higher ranges of self-realization. That
would be madness—the hidden madness of modern civilization.
By exposing this insanity together with its causes, we open opportunities to overcome it. There are ways to envision damping down dislocation and establishing more deeply nurturing relationships with one
another and our world, beginning with personal actions at the local
level. We can stretch our political visions beyond what we’ve inherited from the European Enlightenment and the Industrial and Silicon
Valley eras—and beyond the incomplete analyses of conservatives and
liberals, greens and libertarians—to address not only our deepest fears
but also our highest hopes for personal and planetary healing. We can
make our civilization safe for the soul.
The insights that we will hammer out won’t amount to a master
key for explaining everything about modernity and its ailments. But
they will fill in many gaps. Nor will acting on those insights usher in a
utopia. Human failings predate the birth of our malady and will persist
even if it is cured. But effecting a cure promises to improve our personal well-being, our prospects as a civilization and a species, and our
opportunities to advance psychologically and spiritually. We will still
have science and technology, many societies may continue to rely on
competitive markets, and we will want to hold fast to modern ideals of
social justice, democracy, peace, and sustainability. But these will all
gradually assume different forms than we have known.
Speaking for just a moment to those of a scholarly bent: One of
our discoveries will be that by integrating the perspective of those who
have transcended egoism into our research repertoires—a strategy
that is professionally taboo—we can make better sense of human psychology, world history, and many contemporary social ills and perils.
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(If you’re skeptical, I invite you to suspend disbelief long enough to
review the evidence.) By demonstrating that the taboo is counterproductive, we also clear the way to launching promising new avenues of
research across many disciplines and applied professions. As just one
example, the fields of economics and public-policy analysis are ripe for
psychospiritually informed top-to-bottom makeovers.
Karl Marx looms quietly in the background of this story, but in
unexpected ways. Some argue that Marx’s critique of capitalism was
too harsh. Capitalist societies have continued to evolve, in many cases
moderating the traumatic excesses that Marx and Engels witnessed
during the heyday of the Industrial Revolution, such as brutally oppressive and exploitative factory work. But in other respects, the bearded
patriarch of modern radicalism may have judged capitalism too forgivingly. Besides Marxian social injustice (in which some people benefit at
the expense of others), capitalism also produces extensive social irrationality (hindering the psychospiritual self-realization of everyone,
rich and poor alike, and at great personal and social cost).
THE M A H A BH A R ATA IN MODER N TIMES

A word about our guidebook’s track record: The Mahabharata’s standing as a text foundational to Indian culture is beyond dispute. The culmination of a TV serialization that aired from 1988 to 1990 garnered
92 percent of the Indian television audience. But outside of India, the
Mahabharata has captured much less attention. Even so, the notion
that insights drawn from the epic might be capable of informing contemporary circumstances has notable precedents. This is especially so
for a portion known as the Bhagavad Gita (the Song of God), the fame
of which has spread far beyond India’s shores.3
Appearing as a section within one of the Mahabharata’s eighteen
books, the Bhagavad Gita is widely considered the Hindu analogue
of the Bible or the Koran. Many Indian spiritual teachers have felt it
almost a mandatory rite of passage to prepare a line-by-line annotation of the text. During his years of resistance to British colonial rule,
Mahatma Gandhi took time in 1926 to prepare one such commentary,
which he discussed with his ashram’s residents after morning prayers.
Gandhi often described the Gita as a spiritual touchstone that guided
his political life, including his unwavering commitment to nonviolent
social change.
The Bhagavad Gita has been known and influential in the Western
world for more than two centuries. Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry
David Thoreau both turned to it for inspiration. In 1845, after spending
a “magnificent day” in the Gita’s good company, Emerson commented
in his journal that: “It was the first of books; it was as if an empire
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spoke to us, nothing small or unworthy, but large, serene, consistent,
the voice of an old intelligence which in another age and climate had
pondered and thus disposed of the same questions which exercise us.”4
The following year Thoreau borrowed Emerson’s Gita to read as he
lived in contemplative solitude beside Walden Pond. In his subsequent
ruminations upon his two-year “abode in the woods,” Thoreau writes:
“I bathe my intellect in the stupendous and cosmogonal philosophy of
the Bhagvat Geeta . . . in comparison with which our modern world
and its literature seem puny and trivial. . . . The pure Walden water is
mingled with the sacred water of the Ganges.” He would return to the
Gita over many years, reading it in three different translations.5
In 1893 a previously unknown Hindu monk, Swami Vivekananda,
delivered a series of electrifying lectures to a throng of seven thousand at the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago. Thirty-year-old
Vivekananda had arrived in the US only two months earlier, penniless
and uninvited. Quickly unmistakable in his saffron-colored robe and
turban, through sheer force of personality and towering intellect he
became the Parliament’s most popular speaker.
Amid Vivekananda’s listeners sat L. Frank Baum, an undistinguished man in his late thirties. Seven years later Baum published his
magnum opus, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, which ascended rapidly
in popularity to become America’s de facto national fairy tale. There
is plausible evidence that Baum crafted central characters in his magical story from Vivekananda’s summation of the Bhagavad Gita’s several paths of yoga (practices for attaining union with the divine). The
heart-challenged Tin Woodman represents the yogic path of devotion;
the brain-bereft Scarecrow symbolizes the yogic path of knowledge;
and the courage-aspiring Lion exemplifies the yogic path of selfless,
ethical action in the world.6
The Mahabharata’s influence within popular culture has continued. The Bhagavad Gita relates a conversation between a warrior
named Arjuna and his friend Krishna. During their dialogue, Arjuna
learns that Krishna is an incarnation of God—a being known in subsequent Hindu thought as an avatar. Krishna is unusual in other ways.
For instance, he has blue skin. Now think of the 2009 film Avatar, one
of the highest box-office-grossing movies of all time. In it, a poorly
educated, paraplegic former soldier is coupled with an “avatar”—his
technological agent—in the form of a big blue humanoid body. Avatar’s
director, James Cameron, acknowledges that he was influenced subconsciously by his acquaintance with the Mahabharata and other
Hindu myths.7
The Bhagavad Gita has also played a role in world-historic events.
While an undergraduate at Harvard, J. Robert Oppenheimer began
reading ancient Sanskrit texts in translation. He was sufficiently captivated that later, as a charismatic young physics professor at Berkeley,
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he studied Sanskrit during his spare time and read the Gita in its original language, later calling it “the most beautiful philosophical song
existing in any known tongue.” An oft-read copy sat by his desk, and
he frequently gave away English translations to friends. A decade afterward, in 1945, words from Krishna in the sacred text flashed unbidden
through Oppenheimer’s mind as he oversaw the top-secret test explosion of the world’s first atomic bomb in the chill of a New Mexican
desert morning. As the powerful detonation overpowered the predawn
darkness: “If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst into the sky,
that would be like the splendor of the Mighty One.” Then, as the gaze
of overawed scientists followed an ominous mushroom cloud boiling
high into the sky: “I am become Death, the shatterer of worlds.”8
Many believe that the American effort to develop the atomic
bomb during World War II would not have succeeded without Robert
Oppenheimer’s unique combination of scientific and administrative
gifts. The most careful student of the subject argues, in turn, that to
proceed with his assigned wartime tasks, Oppenheimer drew upon his
interpretation of the Gita to overcome his ethical reservations.9
In short, even if you have never heard of the Mahabharata, but
you have watched The Wizard of Oz or Avatar, the Mahabharata
has already textured your life. Indeed, considering the Gita’s role in
the history of the atomic bomb, and the bomb’s enduring influence
in world affairs, there is arguably no modern human life that hasn’t
been touched by the Mahabharata. And that impact shows no sign of
declining. For instance, Steve Bannon, the former chief strategist for
Donald Trump, is reputedly a great devotee of the Gita, reading it as
justifying a cataclysmic war to restore a moral world order—precisely
the opposite of Gandhi’s subtler allegorical interpretation.10
In contrast to Bannon’s apocalyptic rhetoric, the intent of our
effort to decode the Mahabharata is to reveal insights more conducive
to constructive social influence. The Mahabharata has long exerted a
peculiar power upon many of those who have encountered it, but its
unmined riches remain more extensive than anyone has suspected.
A LITER A RY PUZZLE

For me, the lid of the long-sealed time capsule bearing the Mahabharata’s
hidden message began twisting itself open in April 2011, as I participated in a nine-day silent meditation retreat in Northern California’s
Sonoma Ashram. Although my formal education includes training as
a social theorist, through my sideline as a student of Eastern spirituality I was familiar with the Mahabharata in modern renderings. Now,
sitting by candlelight in my ashram bedroom, alone and erect on a
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meditation cushion hours before sunrise, I found myself pondering a
literary puzzle.
Early in the saga, a young but unwaveringly righteous and
self-composed king, Yudhishthira (the earthly son of Dharma, the god
of moral duty and lawful behavior), suddenly steps out of character
and recklessly agrees to wager his newly won kingdom in a dice match
with his sworn enemies. After swiftly losing twenty-one successive
throws of the dice, he and his family are forced into exile. Why would
an epic—composed, recomposed, and augmented over the course of
centuries—retain such a glaring psychological contradiction during a
pivotal moment in the story’s grand narrative?
Moreover, because of that dice match, thirteen years later a climactic war will rage in which much of Yudhishthira’s extended family,
along with almost all his enemies and allies and millions of foot soldiers, will perish. Why choose to have a devastating war hinge on an
unexplained, onetime character aberration?
Part I of this book unfolds a new interpretation of the events
surrounding Yudhishthira’s baffling dice match. It shows that the
Mahabharata is built upon a beautifully coherent structure that previous modern interpreters have not detected, a structure that encodes a
nuanced model of human psychospiritual development. Once we know
that structure, we can use it to peel away additional layers of narrative
camouflage, discovering that at the time of his downfall, Yudhishthira
was living in an artfully contrived palace of regression and illusion
(“Maya’s Palace”). From this standpoint, his gambling losses are something different, and more instructive, than the calamity commonly
supposed.
In Part II, we’ll tease out insights from our Mahabharata decryption to inform a wide-ranging inquiry into modern psychology, world
history, and the evolution of a perverted relationship between psychological development and economic-and-technological development. In
Part III, we’ll apply these lessons to chart a course for the future. In the
myth, Yudhishthira escapes bondage within his palace of regression; in
our times, we often don’t. Why, and what can we do about it?
As we critique modernity, we will be using our novel interpretation of the Mahabharata as an illuminating alternative stance—
analogous to six-year-old Lena’s shift in planetary perspective—and as
such a source of framing and hypotheses for our inquiry. But at no
point will we treat the Mahabharata as authoritative. For any claim
concerning modern psychology, history, or society, we will seek corroboration in modern scholarship.
As we reinterpret the Mahabharata, you may find that certain
words get in your way. If the names of Hindu gods—particularly the
saga’s supreme God-in-the-flesh, Krishna—displease, you are welcome
to substitute an alternative God, prophet, or higher power. Or, if you’re
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allergic to theism, you might try swapping in a suitable psychological concept—such as Carl Jung’s collective unconscious—or a prized
secular value, such as Truth, Freedom, Love, Peace, or simply “my truest and best self.” As Gandhi remarked, “There is no god higher than
truth.”
LESSONS U NLE A R NED

Back in Sonoma I sat in meditation posture, crossed legs grousing their
customary complaint that, in their good judgment, it was past time
to shift position. Faltering in my attempt to maintain concept-free
meditative concentration, I continued pondering the conundrum of
Yudhishthira’s complicity in a game of chance that brought his downfall and exile. On its face, his behavior represents a serious gambling
addiction. In layman’s terms, a behavior is addictive when you do it and
receive no reward or, at best, a fleeting one. But then, rather than quit,
you try it again and—when that turns out no better—again, again, and
again ad infinitum.
By that measure Yudhishthira’s gambling behavior is not only
addiction but addiction ratcheted up. After all, if you lose four, five, or
perhaps even six throws of the dice in a row, you figure you’ve had a
string of miserable luck. But Yudhishthira persists in gambling despite
ten, fifteen, and then more successive losses. That’s more than bad luck;
the game must be rigged. Yet despite the emerging bald evidence that
he has entered an unwinnable contest, Yudhishthira plunges ahead to
stake and lose his kingdom, his family, and even his freedom.
The story gnawed at me. Dimly I sensed that there might be a
significant message here or that something not so unfamiliar was
being portrayed. Where else, I mused, have I ever witnessed behavior
like this? Sitting upright with my mind calmed by a week of reduced
sensory input—no conversation, TV, phone, newspaper, novels, or
recorded music, limited food, and long hours of eyes-closed meditation—the characteristics of ordinary bustling life began to stand out
in unaccustomed sharp relief. From this stance it dawned on me that
in everyday life I almost never see Yudhishthira-like irrationality and
compulsiveness . . . except, oh, maybe at least a thousand times each
day in my own life and in the lives of everyone I know or observe.
Think about it. We feel some inner lack, so we seek external stimulation or distraction: We surf the Web, listen to a podcast, or catch
a movie. We seek external validation that we are real, that we matter, by counting our Facebook “likes” or number of Twitter followers.
We look for satisfaction from outside ourselves—through a chocolate
bar, new clothes, or a new-model car. And when we’re lucky there’s
a reward—some fulfillment—but it’s oh-so-fleeting. Have you noticed
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that even that second swallow of perfectly chilled microbrewed beer
doesn’t pack nearly the explosive pleasure that you get from the first
sip? So we try again, perhaps piling on more of the same activity, or this
time something different. But always it’s some source of external gratification or distraction, and always with an outcome that, if positive,
proves ephemeral at best. And yet, rather than drawing the obvious
conclusion that the entire grand game is rigged and seeking a way to
opt out and move on, we continue trying again and again.
That is so much of our lives. It is so much of my life. To co-opt
ironically one of the great aphorisms of Hindu spirituality: “I am That.”
OK, so Yudhishthira the compulsive gambler may have stepped out
of character for Yudhishthira, but he’s as near to me as my skin. This,
I was now convinced, bore further inquiry. Returning home to rural
western Massachusetts, I began delving more deeply into the message
that the epic might be trying to convey in having a devastating war
hinge on an unexplained character shift. Even more intriguing: What
can it mean that Yudhishthira’s momentary aberration has become the
modern behavioral norm?
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